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 In recent years, the attention has been focused on renewable energy, and the ocean wave 
energy is expected to be one of the effective renewable energy in Japan. Wave power generation 
is classified into oscillating water column type, movable bodies type, and overtopping type 
according to the structural type. In this study, the oscillating water column type is considered 
that the oscillating air flow produced by the wave drives the bi-directional turbine. We 
proposed the new turbine for this type. It needs the test equipment to check the performance 
of the turbine in oscillating flow. There are several types of test equipment for wave turbine 
research, but they are not sufficient for our turbine test, such as large scale, high cost and 
complicated mechanics. We have developed a wind tunnel for the oscillating air flow test of 
turbine that can easily generate an oscillating flow at an arbitrary period. It has a simple 
structure in which a rotating butterfly valve with variable speed is installed at the exit of the 
wind tunnel. It is easily generated a short cycle oscillating flow. The period and amplitude of 
the flow can be changed independently. 
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 バタフライバルブは 360 度回転ができるため，その
バルブを一定速度で回転させることで，周期的な脈動
が実現される． 





































































(a) Schematics of wind tunnel
(b) Detail of periodic flow generator








ぼ反比例で変化している．周期は 1 秒弱から 8 秒程度
まで変化させることができる．脈動の最大流量は，ブ 
Fig. 4 Relation of period of fluctuating flow with 








































































C mot r 
Reduction gear 
3OWC 波力発電用タービンの非定常特性試験装置の開発
Fig.5 Pressure response with tube length 
(a) Short period case T=1.92 sec
(b) Middle period case T=3.1 sec
(c) Long period case T=4.97 sec
Fig.6 Variation of flow rate for valve moving period 
Inverter frequency of Blow motor 37Hz 
のと想定される． 
3.3 圧力及び流量の流量変動周期に対する応答性 





































































































































(b) Flow rate fluctuation
Fig.7 Influences of Maximum and Minimum values of 






Fig,8 Influences of Maximum and Minimum values of 























Fig,9 Periodic flow rate variation. Compared with 



























































































































































𝑞𝑎𝑣𝑔 + 𝑞0 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)     𝑎𝑡    𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡) ≥ 0 
𝑞𝑎𝑣𝑔 + 𝑞𝑎𝑣𝑔 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)     𝑎𝑡    𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡) < 0
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